
“Our products are born to give emotions.”

TEL. +39 0859771453 
+39 393 869 1313
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Each Pomodone article is a testament to authentic 
craftsmanship, far from standardized industrial processes. 
What makes them extraordinary is the soul 
that leaks from each piece. Each Pomodone product 
is a unique work of art. It comes from the craftsmanship 
of our experts who dedicate hours of meticulous 
work to every detail. It is not just an object, but a tangible 
result of hard work and craftsmanship.
Our promise is to offer not only an impeccable product, 
but a concrete expression of creativity and craftsmanship.

Choosing a Pomodone product means 
embracing uniqueness, celebrating artisanal 
excellence and bringing with you a unique 
piece of its kind, 
full of meaning and authenticity.
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We are always close to our customers, 
especially in the post-sale phase.

The client needs to know that we’re there with him and for him, 
ready to support him in case of need, guiding him towards the best 
solution and to rejoice with him in his achievements.
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We deal with the production of pouf and outdoor furniture for any structure 
that love transforming the emotions in unique and tangible sensations.

To make this possible, we need to create what we like to call the triangle of comfort 
or “Comfort Zone”, namely the intersection between these factors: relaxation, environment and fun.

Indoor or Outdoor, Summer and Winter, each product line guarantee adaptability 
for a comfortable relaxation at 360 º.

We decided to accompany you everywhere, beaches, hotels, spas, and to do it in any season.

Handcrafted and made with quality materials, our poufs are produced and guaranteed Made in Italy.

Quality, Passion, Guarantee
‘‘Ideas come from needs and it is precisely the needs for comfort that move our soul.’’
Production of poufs and complements with maximum comfort for improving the quality of rest. 
The reference point for all tourist and accommodation facilities that make relaxation 
and design their business card.
These are the feature with which we think, design and manufacture our products.

Design

Creating lines of products that can 
be adapted to any environment 
and any situation

Innovation

Developing our personal concept of design 
innovation through a revisiting of shapes, 
colors and materials

Tailor-made projects

Making tailor-made products to suit any customer 
request, in terms of size, colors and other needs

Health

Renovating the concept of relaxation 
and reworking it in all its forms

Pomodone Srl: The Company Made in Italy 
with the soul lined in relaxation



Customized poufs, 
we leave our mark, 
everywhere.

Versatile in terms of use, comfortable in terms of relaxation, 
unique in terms of customization. We felt the need to 
ensure that every accommodation facility could have 
the opportunity to make its own complements unique by 
realizing prints that emphasized their uniqueness. 
Print the logo of your company on the Shell, insert an 
inscription on mattress, or embroider the name of your 
city on the beach towel, they are all ways to indelibly imprint 
the memory of your customers who will remember you 
as the structure with personalized comfort.

STAINLESS STEEL RINGS
FOR ANCHORING

HIGH TENACITY
FABRIC

STORAGE 
POCKET 

100% 
ACRYLIC FABRIC 

STAIN
RESISTANT FABRIC 

Our products features 

UV RESISTANT 100%
WATERPROOF

EASILY 
STACKLABLE 

Resistant to UV rays and available in different fabrics, our poufs 
are the expression of a relaxation beyond the boundaries of well-being.
Colorful and made with non-toxic materials, they are the perfect 
complement for tourist accommodation.
100% waterproof, ergonomic, versatile and easily transportable 
thanks to their side handle. 
They can be stacked and stored in an orderly way and they 
can meet any space requirements.

The selected upholstery makes these complements comfortable seats.

Color print on nemo fabric

Sublimation color printing

Single color vinyl print

Embroidery technique (only on ADRIATIC COAST LINE)
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OUR  
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RELAX LINE

Seashell
Softness of an armchair, 
versatility of a bean bag.
Characterized by a low backrest, 
perfect for an aperitif. 

HEIGHT 59 CM
SEAT HEIGHT 40 CM
DIAMETER 87
WEIGHT 5,00 KG

Environment and space, especially when speaking 
about outdoor furniture, are complementary terms 
to the concepts of well-being and relaxation, but we 
learned that they are both in ‘‘continuous evolution’’.
We know the needs of accommodation facilities.

Spaces change quickly and must be optimized 
with versatile design complements, 
that add value to any environment.

Pomodone
Pomodone, the Giant Cushion.
Relax in your pocket.

HEIGHT 175 CM
WIDTH 135 CM
WEIGHT 7,00 KG

PET
Pet cushions and dog poufs.
Relaxation designed 
for 4-legged friends.

DIAMETER 65CM
HEIGHT 15 CM
WEIGHT 5,00KG

Milk
The hybrid for relaxation furniture. 
Stability of a chaise longue, 
comfort of a pouf. 

HEIGHT 100 CM
FRONT WIDTH 100 CM
DIAMETER 140 CM
WEIGHT 6,00 KG

Armchair and Table
THE TABLE, Realized in many colors, TOGETHER WITH THE 
COMFORTABLE seat of the AMRCHAIR BEAN BAG, allow to create 
the perfect set for relaxation areas. 
THE top of the table is realized in marine wood and it can be lined 
in a wide range of colors, put it down on the ergonomic pouf. 

TABLE
DIAMETER 72 CM
HEIGHT 45 CM
WEIGHT 6,00 KG

ARMCHAIR
HEIGHT 100 CM
SEAT HEIGHT 50CM
WEIGHT 5,00KG
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MAT 
AND FABRICS LINE

Mattress Comfort
THE PLUS FOR YOUR SUNBED. 

Made to measure for each model; available in:
NAUTICAL eco-leather, ACRYLIC FABRIC and 

BREATHABLE NAUTICAL NET (see 2.0 line)

SEAT LENGTH 128 CM
BACKREST LENGTH 50 CM

WIDTH 58 CM
THICKNESS 5 CM

WEIGHT 5 KG

We realized a padded mattresses line in order to serve the 
needs for comfort at the beach.  

We are sure to provide your guests with complements
 that will bring the comfort and the elegance of your facility
 at the heart of their speeches. 

Headrest cushions
The essential accessory for any structure.
Available in three different sizes and in three different fabrics: 
nautical eco-leather, ACRYLIC fabric 
AND breathable nautical net (see 2.0 line)

SMALL: 40X25X4CM
MEDIUM: 50X25X5CM
LARGE: 50X30X5CM

Mattress Jambo
The importance of its 10 cm thickness is thought 
for those who cannot give up making a difference 
ensuring extreme comfort and luxury.
Made to measure for each model;
AVAILABLE in: NAUTICAL eco-leather, ACRYLIC 
fabric and BREATHABLE NAUTICAL NET (see line 2.0)

SEAT LENGTH 128 CM 
BACKREST LENGTH 50 CM
WIDTH 58 CM
THICKNESS 10 CM
WEIGHT 7 KG 2.0 Line

With soul lined in Nautical net and padded 
with Dryfeel this product guarantees total 
breathability. Technique applicable 
to the production of mattresses.

Pirate
With its bold and captivating line is the ideal complement for all 
areas dedicated to relaxation such as SPA, poolside, gardens and 
beaches. The reclining cushion transforms the chaise lounge 
in a comfortable sunbed. Equipped with 6 feet which keep the 
product raised from the ground,  avoiding contact with damp 
environments.

HEIGHT 40 CM
WIDTH 68 CM
BED POSITION LENGTH 192 CM
DECKCHAIR POSITION LENGTH 150 CM
WEIGHT 20 KG09 10



Padded canvas for director chair and deck chair
These padded canvas have been designed to serve the needs 
of those who want to improve their beach furniture making them 
comfortable and welcoming for their guests. 

PADDED CANVAS 
FOR DIRECTOR CHAIR
SEAT 42X52 CM
BACKREST 20X57 CM
THICKNESS: 2 CM
WEIGHT 2,00 KG

PADDED CANVAS 
FOR DECK CHAIRS
WIDTH 126X43 CM
THICKNESS 2 CM
WEIGHT 2,00 KG

MAT AND FABRICS LINE CUBE
HEIGHT 50 CM
WIDTH 40 CM
DEPTH 60 CM
WEIGHT 4,00 KG

Cylinder and Cube 
Whether they are used as a seat or as a table, these complements allow 
to play with the environment thanks to their lines and shapes. 

CYLINDER
DIAMETER 50 CM
HEIGHT 56 CM
WEIGHT 4,00 KG

Pallet Mattress
The King of the pallet sofa.
The empire of wellbeing conquers comfort.

LENGTH 120 CM
WIDTH 80 CM
HEIGHT 10 + 16 CM (FOAM)
WEIGHT 3,00 KG
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Towel
The tailor-made choice of all those accommodation facilities 
that want to transform the stay of its customers in an 
unprecedented sensory experience, thanks 
to 100% run-proof sponge fabric.

SMALL: 100X150
MEDIUM: 200X70;
BIG: 100X200

ADRIATIC COAST LINE
This line was born with the aim of taking care of the 
smallest detail in order to transform your structure into 
a state-of-the-art structure, able to pamper your guests 
at 360-degree, giving them emotions and memories to 
always carry with them. Our mission is to give a soul to 
your outdoor or indoor environments.

The constant research has inspired the choice of the best 
solutions to be offered to accommodations that intend to 
stand out on the market. 

Adriatic coast: the new Made in Italy towels line.

CUSTOMISABLE 
WITH EMBROIDERY TECHNIQUE

Cushion
Designed to guarantee high levels of comfort 
and design, with 100% run-proof sponge of pure cotton. 
Perfect piece of furniture combined with 
the Adriatic Coast towel. 

WIDTH: 55 CM
LENGTH: 35 CM
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Pomodone floating cushion
The perfect piece of furniture for lovers of comfort in the water.
Designed to give your guests moments of pure relaxation at the sea, 
in your swimming pools or in the lake of your mountain chalet.

LENGTH 163 CM
WIDTH 111 CM
WEIGHT 7,00 KG 

FUN

WATER LINE
We produce pool furniture and floating 
cushions WITHOUT AIR CHAMBER, 
to bring the concept of well-being 
in any environment, even in water.
We love challenges! 
Floating comfort solutions with resistant 
materials that do not present the annoying 
problem of breakage or punctures.

Horseshoe
Floating chair with a particular “U” shape, designed 

to KEEP HALF BODY IN WATER, WHILE THE UPPER 
PART RELAXES UNDER THE SUN, COMFORTABLY 

RESTING ON THE COMFORTABLE BACK.

LENGTH 77 CM
WIDTH 88 CM

WEIGHT 7,00 KG

Floating cushion
Relaxation in the water at hand.

LENGTH 58 CM
WIDTH 37 CM

HEIGHT 10 CM
WEIGHT 2,00 KG

Donut
A “classic” for all lovers of inflatables, 
TO FLOAT IN THE POOL 
WITH EXTREME COMFORT.

DIAMETER 92 CM
INTERNAL DIAMETER 48 CM
WEIGHT 4,00 KG
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Ibiza Floating Bed
For all lovers of the Italian Luxury Outdoor Design, this floating 
bed combines comfort with relaxation letting you lulled by 
the water surface ensuring stability and space for two people.

SEAT LENGTH: 153 CM
CUSHION LENGTH: 30 CM
WIDTH: 80 CM
SEAT HEIGHT: 17 CM
CUSHION HEIGHT: 27 CM
WEIGHT: 17KG 

IBIZA

WATER LINE
From the meeting between technical competence and design, Pomodone presents 
a completely new line. This line is born from the need to create a luxury mattress, which can 
embrace all comfort cosily lying in or out of the water. With an attractive design, the Ibiza line 
stands out for its technical characteristics: lined in nautical eco-leather and padded with high 
density foam rubber, it guarantees absolute stability and durability over the years.

Horseshoe Ibiza
For all those accommodation facilities that love 
to ride the wave. Floating seats for swimming pools.
The perfect accessoty for relaxation in water.

LENGHT 76 CM
WIDTH 76 CM 
INTERNAL WIDTH 42 CM
INTERNAL LENGHT 53 CM
ARMREST HEIGHT 16CM
HEADREST HEIGHT 26 CM

Donut Ibiza
The Ibiza floating donut, with a new design
to make the difference in MAXIMUM 
comfort and elegance.

THICKNESS 18 CM
INTERNAL DIAMETER 44CM
EXTERNAL DIAMETER: 76 CM
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Scivolone
Designed to spend your days in full fun 
without sacrificing comfort.
The added value of safety in equipment 
for winter parks.

LENGTH 160CM
WIDTH 110 CM
WEIGHT 8,00KG

MOUNTAIN LINE
We produce design complements but we are firmly convinced 
that human beings can achieve complete well-being exclusively 
“connecting” to the environment that surrounds him.
We have therefore chosen to make complements usable in any environment.
From the home furnishing in the mountains to the living room 
of a B&B, from a co-working office to a waiting room, 
Pomodone is the answer wherever you need to find relaxation.

Slittone
The snow sleds designed for the mountain fun.

The upgrade of the equipment 
for snowpark starts with a fabric sled.

HEIGHT 34CM
LENGTH 135CM

DEPTH 38CM
WEIGHT 9,00KG

Pomodone
Giant cushion Pomodone: 
where comfort and relaxation also challenge 
the low temperatures of the snow.

HEIGHT 175 CM
WIDTH 135 CM
WEIGHT 7,00 KG
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